
Support Crew account: Rob Hall-McNair 

 

I am Rob’s sister, for my sins, and when he first asked me to think about 

crewing for him, he hadn’t even entered the race, assured me that he might not 

get in, and asked me when we were running half way up a huge mountain (by 

Leicester’s standards, bit of a mole hill in Scotland).  He muttered something 

about not knowing who the other crew member would be and that was that. 

 

Roll on a few months and he has entered, been accepted and persuaded lovely 

wife Niki to be the other crew member – excellent news all round, particularly as 

Niki’s mum and dad are willing to loan their camper van to the occasion.  In the 

couple of weeks leading up the race, my control freak tendencies did start 

worrying somewhat.  Rob has done loads of ultras before but I hadn’t been 

involved in any of them and it all seemed a bit laid back to me.  I wanted 

information, details, plans, notes, schedules, the works, but he poddled along 

calmly (it seemed to me) putting things aside when he thought about it.  Niki 

had offsted in – not great timing.  I contented myself as much as possible by 

developing a super duper all answering spread sheet that would tell us anything 

and everything we would need to know throughout the race – many a formula 

developed - and detailed descriptions of driving routes and parking places.  Rob 

also foolishly let me have Gaynor’s email who turned out to be mrs organised 

and efficient and wonderful at answering hundreds of questions even though she 

was trying to get herself ready as well. 

 

Niki assured me Rob would get snappy and grumpy before the race, so true to 

form he got quieter and quieter as we drove up (teeming with rain the whole 

way) and then entered into complete dither mode when we finally arrived in 

Milngavie.  “what do you want to eat Rob?”, “Dunno”, “Do you want to sleep 

here or in the van?”, “Dunno”, “What are you going to wear?” “Dunno”, “What 

about in worse case scenario of rain all the way?” (We’d seen the weather 

forecast!) “Dunno”.  He did have a tiny bit of a snap when we both told him to 

eat something but mainly it was just complete dither.  We snuck out to leave 

him time to sleep but he joined us soon after so we all ended up watching 

Graham Norton on telly – a very good way to pass the last hour.  Also very good 

decision of the support crew to book a hotel room – note to all. 

 

And so the race started.  He decided not to carry waterproof trousers (hurray for 

us as we only had two pairs and one of those was borrowed from Tracey, 

Gaynor’s support crew) and set off looking fine.  At last waiting over. 

 

Balmaha 

 

He didn’t want us at Drymen so we drove straight to Balmaha thinking we could 

get a couple of hours kip before Rob arrived.  We had a crate of food choices 

that he thought he might want, and clothes in another crate; he had assured us 



that things would all be very relaxed, that he would come to the van, take what 

he needed and be on his way again.  So we got things ready, turned the lights 

off and tried to sleep.  Niki had driven all day, had had a busy week at work and 

was going to be driving all night so she slept/dozed.  I was far too excited so lay 

down and waited for two hours to pass before I could wake Niki up. 

 

We’d got a rough schedule of when he thought he would arrive at places and 

with about 20 minutes to go we walked up to the checkpoint as the first runners 

started coming through.  Rob came in about 15 minutes ahead of schedule and 

somewhere en route had turned into an efficient, organised, clear thinking ultra 

runner who knew exactly what he wanted, when, where and how.  He looked 

better than he had all day and it threw us completely!  He charged to the van 

with us trailing in his wake, asked for a dry top, which we couldn’t find, told us 

the rain wasn’t too bad (water was pouring off him), gave us a detailed and 

precise list of what he wanted at the next stop and charged off again.  Well!  We 

both looked at each other and said “what did he say?”  We spent the next hour 

driving down to Rowardennan, his planned breakfast stop, trying to remember 

just what it was he wanted. 

 

Rowardennan 

 

We remembered in the end (“aah yes, porridge and a complete change of 

clothes”) and drove down a never ending road for the ‘car park at the end of the 

road’.  I did have a panic at more than one point that since the instructions and 

map had been written, maybe more road had been built, but here again the 

benefits of calm/not so calm crew member fit worked well.  Niki: very calm, the 

road ended and the car park came into view. 

 

We decided that we would meet him a little way up the route with his porridge, 

walk him to the van while he was eating, sort out kit and then send him off 

again.  It seemed to fit in with super efficient man who had come out the 

darkness at Balmaha.  Anyway super efficient man had gone to be replaced by 

super focussed man.  Told us to relax when we met him, said he had plenty of 

time, not to rush, why were we running etc etc, changed his gear outside the 

van and off he went. 

 

Right.  But now we got into the mode which carried us through to the end.  We’d 

clean up all the debris, hang up all the wet clothes (Niki dealt with the 

underwear – definitely a wifely rather than a sisterly thing to do), turn heating 

on full blast, repack boxes and bags so they wouldn’t be clattering all round the 

van, check outside the van and be on our way.  Oh we turned into super efficient 

support crew! 

 

Auchtertyre 

 



It’s a long drive round the loch to get to Auchtertyre, but very lovely toilets are 

to be found on the way up and it turned out that I can whitter and talk nonsense 

for hour upon hour.  This surprised me as much as Niki I think but it passed the 

time.  We arrived at Auchtertyre some time around 7.30am before the café had 

opened.  Once it had, a bacon and egg roll was the order of the day, sitting on 

the benches in the still continuously teeming down rain.  From this point on we 

didn’t take our full wet weather gear off – I was very glad of my recent good 

quality raincoat purchase – and that I had brought my wellies – didn’t take them 

off either until the end. 

 

I was very guilty of walking down the path to meet Rob well in advance of when 

he might be expected to arrive and Auchtertyre was no exception.  Except this 

time it appeared that there were other people around even more bonkers than 

we were.  Rob & Niki’s friends had decided to come up to watch the start (from 

Hinckley), not made that so arrived in the pouring rain at Auchtertyre complete 

with toddler on backpack.  It was great to see them.  It made what was quite a 

novel and fun experience even more so.  So we all stood waiting in the rain for a 

good long while because I had managed to pass on my ‘twitches’ to Seth and 

Carolyn who embraced them whole heartedly.  Still it gave us a good 

opportunity to say hello and goodbye to other crews and see how they were 

doing. 

 

Rob arrived, got weighed, fed, sugary tea’d, drinks doctored with diarolyte and 

changed (this time in the van with Niki rather than outside with a fleece round 

him – that worked better!) and on his way again.  I think we cracked it!  A calm 

sort of checkpoint.  Underwear hanging up, food packed away and off to the 

Bridge of Orchy where dinner was expected. 

 

By the time we reached the Bridge of Orchy, all the runners were quite spread 

out so we didn’t see many other support crew at all.   The first few had gone by 

the time we arrived and the ones after us arrived as we were leaving.  It 

reduced the pressure on parking but also made us much more focused on task in 

hand (probably should have been that from the start) 

 

The Bridge was a model of efficiency – Seth and I met Rob just under the 

railway bridge, Carolyn and Niki met him at the main road to lead him into the 

van and Arthur got bounced around tremendously on Seth’s back as he ran 

down the road with Rob to the van.  A very patient toddler is Arthur – his only 

complaint was having a mosquito net over his face, which considering the 

travelling and bouncing around on his dad’s back that he did, is pretty amazing.  

 

Glencoe 

 

I had noticed that my eyesight was a bit dodgy at Auchtertyre but it became 

most apparent at Glencoe.  Every second stone looked like a runner, there were 



walkers who were definitely runners and a tree that if it had moved would most 

assuredly have been Rob coming over the horizon.  In Auchtertyre we had said 

well done to two runners who weren’t in the race and now I had resorted to 

cheering the sheep.  Luckily Carolyn and Niki know a runner when they see one.  

Carolyn saved the day by spotting the path across the top of the hill rather than 

the one that came down and then went back up again to the checkpoint, so Niki 

and I started walking towards that to head Rob off when he came.  He came 

sooner than expected so we ended up running up the hill to meet him (he was 

running with someone else as well at this stage) carrying flasks of tea, boxes of 

goodies and no dignity whatsoever.  Dunno about running the whole Highland 

Way, that bit up to the Ski Lodge was quite enough.  We couldn’t let him into 

the van for quite some time after that while we had our own support 

sustenance!  The routine worked well – he ate and drank his sugary tea, flat 

coke, dioralyte then went into the van to change and get moral support and 

quiet with Niki.  He took quite a while at the checkpoints, always sitting in the 

van for a bit, changing all clothes, having a cup of tea, but it seemed to work 

very well. 

 

Kinlochleven 

 

The drive to Kinlochleven was notable for the number of runner like objects I 

saw in the landscape and the spectacular water falls powering over the mountain 

sides.  The drive into Kinlochleven was notable for the fact that although I can 

read a map like a good ‘un, I can’t read an aerial photo at all.  I reassured Niki 

that we would know the community centre when we saw it and pointed out 

community centre like buildings but had no idea where we were in reality.  She 

just took it and went, look we’re there, that’s there and the community centre is 

there, just like that.  And we arrived.  Amazing.  And she came up with the idea 

of fruit salad for tea for Rob (this was the only meal that he hadn’t been sure 

about) which was the perfect plan.  Went down a treat.  His weight was great, 

Arthur didn’t get bounced too much and once again it was he and Seth that met 

Rob first and ran him in.  Hurray hurray, Rob was doing well, within four hours 

of the leader, feeling OK so not chance of me having to run with him – quadruple 

hurray.  We had sort of thought that if it got to that stage then he probably 

would not have been capable of running anyway but hurrays all round. 

 

He’d asked us to meet him at Lundabra because it was apparently quite a 

tough stretch.  This was one of only very few requests so we thought we should 

give it a go but were a bit worried about driving the camper van down such a 

narrow road.  Another good effect of all the runners being so spread out meant 

that we drove down the road (after my minor panic of not finding it – my 

navigating skills just went out of the window at this stage – Niki had to take me 

to task!) without meeting another car so not having to do lots of unpleasant 

reversing up narrow paths. Seth and Arthur did their usual job of distinguishing 

Rob from all the trees and boulders that I had thought was Rob and we all tried 



to keep up with him as he power walked up the hill drinking tea.  I think by this 

stage we were all in a ‘well he’s done it’ sort of mode whereas he knew just what 

was in store getting to Fort William.  He mentioned that there was a fork in the 

path and could we meet him to tell him which was the right way please?  This 

panicked me as I wasn’t sure we would get back in time, so I charged off to the 

van, told Seth who also got suitably panicked and charged off to their van and 

we roared back up the road to Fort William.  Another aerial photo, another load 

of rubbish directions by me to Niki (she was so patient, apart from telling me to 

get a grip!), a few circles of a few roundabouts and we finally found the leisure 

centre.  Ian was there at the end waiting for runners to come in, so I asked him 

about this fork in the path.  He gave me great instructions but my brain was off 

kilter by this stage, so even though he repeated them many times (also very 

patiently) I still repeated them all wrong to Seth as he and I drove, according to 

my instructions, up the road to meet Rob.  Finally Seth got us on the right path, 

we drove up to the car park and started running up the path to meet Rob (finally 

took my wellies off for this bit).  It seemed a long way and I still wasn’t sure I 

had got the instructions right when we spotted a tired looking runner, looking 

puzzled next to a sign post.  We both thought it was Rob so were shouting and 

saying sorry that we hadn’t got there in time, but it turned out to be the chap in 

front of Rob.  We pointed him in the right direction and after a bit did the same 

for Rob, before driving back to warn everyone he was on his way. 

 

He finished!  It was fantastic.  Everyone was fantastic.  I have never experienced 

anything like this but have told him to look for the next one.  As long as I can 

crew with Niki, I’ll do it again!  Would quite like to have Seth, Carolyn and Arthur 

there as well.  Really good experience, the presentation was fantastic, the 

support was wonderful, it was just great. 

 

Rob’s wonderful support crew had also insisted that a hotel be booked for Fort 

William too.  That was good.  I reckon the support crew were almost as fantastic 

as the runner! 

 

Top Tips 

 

 Rob did know what he was doing but he needed input too! 

 One calm, one not so calm support crew seemed to work well 

 Bonkers friends willing to drive hours in the rain to watch definitely an 

advantage 

 Watch out for the path leading to the ski lodge, don’t go down, then up, just 

go across 

 A selection of different food seemed to work well – savoury, sweet and salty 

 We didn’t use the super duper spread sheet at all – but it kept me busy 

beforehand 

 Book hotels for Milngavie and Fort William – no discount for half a night at 

Milngavie but they did offer a free psychiatric examination! 



 Make sure support crew have all the clothing they need – wet weather gear 

was definitely the order of the day, and good quality wet weather stuff as 

well 

 Have quadruple the amount of change of clothes you think you need.  Rob 

ran out of socks – we managed to dry other stuff but not the socks. 

 Don’t underestimate the benefit of runner sitting quietly for five minutes with 

lovely calm wife at each checkpoint. 

 When coming into Fort William, keep on the main track through the forest, 

don’t turn off right to a small track saying ‘West Highland Way’. 

 Suggest to organisers that some sort of ‘re-integration’ into normal life 

counselling is offered – it’s taking a while. 


